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To illustrate how outrageous the two-year sentence handed down last week to three Pussy
Riot members really was, it is worth recalling a March incident at the Pokrovsky Cathedral
in Nevinnomyssk, a city of about 100,000 people in the Stavropol region.

The Nevinnomyssk attack was clearly a criminal case, while the Pussy Riot stunt was only
a misdemeanor. Yet Judge Marina Syrova manipulated the law to classify the Pussy Riot case
as criminal so she could give the three punk rockers a serious jail sentence.

On March 20, a 22-year-old man armed with a hunting knife stormed into the Nevinnomyssk
cathedral, destroyed a candelabra, threw the main cross down on the ground and drove
the knife into it. When a priest tried to intervene, the attacker punched him several times
in the chest. Then, the man, calling himself God, stepped up to the solea, a restricted place
in the church off-limits to laypeople, kicked open the doors in the sanctuary and screamed
curse words while citing Bible verses.

The assailant was charged under Article 213 of the Criminal Code: hooliganism motivated
by religious hatred — the same article that Judge Syrova cited on Aug. 17 when she sentenced
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the Pussy Riot musicians.

Unlike the Pussy Riot case, however, the Nevinnomyssk attack clearly fit the definition
of Article 213 because the motive of religious hatred was firmly established: destruction
and defilement of sacred church property and a physical attack against a member of the
church. (The trial is still pending, but it will be interesting to hear the verdict and sentence.)

In contrast, the Pussy Riot stunt in Christ the Savior Cathedral involved no sign of violence —
a necessary condition to establish religious hatred under Article 213. The punk rockers didn't
damage any church property, had no weapons and did not assault members of the church.

But the prosecution claimed that witnesses of the stunt suffered "moral damages" — loss
of sleep and psychological trauma — after they saw the women punching the air and kicking
their legs up high. The prosecutor argued that the dance was a "violent act" under
the Criminal Code and thus constituted "religious hatred." But few — except the judge —
accepted this absurd legal reasoning.

The prosecution also tried to argue that "cрань господня" (holy crap), which the Pussy Riot
members cried out in the cathedral, also qualified as religious hatred. But even two of the
three language expert witnesses approved by the judge concluded that this calque
from English is only a figure of speech that suggests astonishment and does not constitute
religious hatred.

Moreover, it is obvious that the man who defiled the Nevinnomyssk cathedral was mentally
unbalanced. Interestingly enough, Judge Syrova tried to prove the same thing about the Pussy
Riot members. She cited conclusions from the prosecution's psychological and psychiatric
report that the three women suffered from "personality disorders" and thus should be
isolated from society. Notably, the experts did not appear in court and could not be questioned
by the defense.

This is how the psychiatrists described the defendants' supposed disorders: Nadezhda
Tolokonnikova shows signs of "an active life position … and a tendency to express her
opinions categorically"; Yekaterina Samutsevich suffers from "obstinacy, decisiveness and a
tendency toward oppositional forms of behavior during conflicts, along with subjectivist
and vigilant character traits"; and Maria Alyokhina shows signs of "demonstrative, overrated
self-opinion."

In contrast to the genuine act of religious hatred in Nevinnomyssk, it is clear that Pussy Riot's
"punk prayer" should have been classified as a misdemeanor under the Civil Code — either
under the article "insulting the religious feelings of believers," which carries a fine of 1,000
rubles ($30), or, at the most, as petty hooliganism, which is punishable by a 1,000-ruble fine
or up to 15 days of detention.

The Russian Orthodox Church has tried to gain its comeuppance against what it considers
blasphemers ever since 2007, when artists Yury Samodurov and Andrei Yerofeyev held their
controversial Moscow exhibit in which Jesus was depicted as Mickey Mouse and Lenin.
A lawsuit was initiated by an Orthodox group called the People's Synod, and the prosecutor
sought three-year prison sentences against the artists for inciting religious hatred.
Samodurov and Yerofeyev ended up paying fines of about $5,000 each, although no prison



terms were handed down.

Since then, Russian Orthodox Church has redoubled its efforts to make blasphemy a criminal
offense punishable by serious prison terms. Judging by the Pussy Riot criminal conviction in a
minor case of disorderly conduct, the church seemingly scored a major victory. But
the majority of Russians oppose this type of medieval, religious-based jurisprudence, which is
more characteristic of the Taliban than Europe's largest secular state. In a recent Levada
Center poll, 54 percent said they oppose jail sentences for the Pussy Riot members but
condemn the stunt itself.

Meanwhile, Putin, most likely, sincerely believes that the two-year sentence meets the "not
too harsh" standard that he articulated in London during the Olympics. After all,
the prosecution asked for three years, and the judge could have given them seven if she had
really wanted. Evidently, Putin, like Voland in Bulgakov's "Master and Margarita," believes
that "sometimes kindness appears in people's hearts."

The church's strong-armed approach to quell dissent will only further alienate the church
from mainstream Orthodox believers as well as the public at large. According to an Aug. 14
VTsIOM poll, 75 percent of Russians said the church should not be involved in the country's
political life.

The church's crusade against blasphemy has also caused a split within the Orthodox clergy.
For example, a Tambov deacon earlier this week asked Patriarch Kirill to defrock him over
the Pussy Riot farce. This demarche, albeit in a radical form, nevertheless represents
the indignation that many mainstream clergy feel against the reactionary bent of Kirill,
Archpriest Vsevolod Chaplin and other ultraconservative members of the patriarch's inner
circle.

Syrova, it seems, set a record for a judge in post-Soviet Russia in terms of openly
manipulating the law and delivering a blatantly biased and politically driven verdict in the
Pussy Riot case. She turned down nearly all of the defense's requests for witnesses and expert
testimony, restricted the right of defense lawyers to meet and consult with their clients,
denied the defendants sufficient time to read the charges against them, ordered pretrial
detention of the defendants on the questionable grounds that they posed a threat to society,
and unjustifiably applied the Criminal Code to a misdemeanor.

In typical fashion, United Russia Deputy Ilya Kostunov, in response to the widespread
criticism of Syrova's abuses of power in the Pussy Riot case, said on Monday that he will
introduce a bill that will make "unqualified criticism" of judges a criminal offense.

Syrova was the point person in executing the Kremlin's repression against Pussy Riot, a show
trial that rivaled the most outrageous Soviet criminal cases against dissidents. But it seems
even Syrova was ashamed of playing this repressive role. Maybe this was the real reason she
set one firm condition before allowing television cameras in the courtroom when she read
the sentence last Friday: They were prohibited from showing her face.
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